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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (79)

Master Ciro,
Many thanks for your Lunar return advice. I have a question for you,
Why is Dubai negative for love?
Saturn is in the 4th (provided the time of birth is correct) and the VII
does not get the benefit of venus (no stellium in the Vii as we may obtain in
the Sychelles) but if the governing ASR has positive Vth house position, a
Dubai LR should not be too bad?
Your views are appreciated!! Respectfully, Anne Marie

Dear Anne Marie,
as you can see from the chart posted below, Mars in Dubai is located
exactly on the cusp VII/8th House and then we have to talk about Mars in
VII which is a very bad location for love.
I hope I've enlightened. An affectionate greeting.

ALR January 2013 Dubai For Anne Marie
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***

Dear Mr. Discepolo,
I write to you because I'm totally desperate and I do need a north.
I was born in Brazil, in the city of São José do Rio Preto, state of São
Paulo in 30th of march of 1970, at 12:26pm.
In 1996 I was graduated in Law and worked until 2005 as a lawyer. I
always got a job better than other, but never stopped for more than 1 year,
1 year in half in a job.
In 2005, after loosing a job in a multinacional company I left São Paulo
and came back to my home town to study to become a judge. I had no
success because to be honest I did not put to much effort on it.
In May 2011, after my father's death I felt that I could not work as a
lawyer anymore (he was also a lawyer). I had saved some money and
decided to buy 3 spots in a shopping mall for poor people here in my town.
As you might know, now, in Brazil the poor people are getting more money
and the market are very oriented for this new emergent class.
All my savings I put in this business and now things are not doing well.
I'm about to loose everything that I have worked very hard to get, including
my home.
I need desperately sell the stores or get a partner that can put money on
this business. I'm very depressed and feeling much fear to know that pluto
in transit is conjuct with my natal moon. Also, I fear Uranus in transit conjunct
with my natal Sun as well as I fear Mars, Venus and Jupiter progressed in
house 12th. I think to much in die...Please, help me...
Anonima from Brazil

Dear Anonymous, courage!
Your professional destiny is very good and you will live a second part of
life absolutely better than the first.
In your Natal Chart Venus, Mercury and the Sun are closed to your
Mid Heaven, but - unfortunately - Saturn is also in your X House delaying
your growth.
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However Jupiter in the Fourth House gives us the assurance that you
will attain higher. Already you are a good lawyer, and if you will depart
every year for your Aimed Solar Returns and always you will follow the
rules of the Active Astrology, you will get a future always better for you.
I would recommend the locations of the two graphs shown below.
Follow the instructions at the bottom of the page to enlarge the charts, to
read in which cities are located the charts and to know what day and at
what time you have to stay in those cities.
Many greetings.

ASR 2013 Cairo Egypt For Anonima

ASR 2013 Chersky Yakutia Russia Airport Code CYX For Anonima
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Dear Mr Discepolo,
If I understood correct, in order to make things better for me I would
have to sped my birthday in Egypt or in a place in Russia.
Unfortunately I do not have financial conditions to do it.
What should I do now? Flávia from Brazil

Dear Flávia,
many years ago a client of mine was in desperate economic conditions:
he had to sell a big shoe store to avoid becoming poor.
The evaluation of the sale was between 500,000 and 8000,000 •. I
advised him a birthday trip to Los Angeles to get the most from the sale. He
told me that he had no money for that trip.
I tried to convince him in every way, and I suggested to borrow money
from the journey that money was not burned, but a good investment. He did
not want to hear: he remained in Italy and sold the store to • 300,000.
In the beautiful film Ray, the biography of Ray Charles, there is a
sympathetic character who tells to the great American blind singer: "If
you reason with penny, you earn penny, if you reason in dollars you
will earn dollars".
Dear Flávia, if you'll lend you the money, your life will begin to operate
according to the Active Astrology rules, but if you depart and go a few miles
from where you live, you will not get anything.
For the true, though, I must tell you that here in Italy there are other
schools of astrology who say that all should not make the Aimed Solar
Returns to change their lives and improve it: there are schools that are based
on a strong grasp of the hand, and others that recommend you positive
thinking, others advise you to make a smoke pipe of a Native American
shaman and I could go on.
We can not give you the trip, but we can give you a secure way to
improve your life.
For this moment, I advise you to read my book "Aimed Solar an Lunar
Returns" to exorcise in a low measure the bad positions of your next ASR.
All the best.
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***

Dear Ciro
This is the third time I write to you, and Im sorry if Im being too annoying
with all my questioning, but being honest this is not easy for me and Im a bit
nervous with all this.
My place of birth is Coihaique, Chile, on 21 of January, 1987, at 15:35 PM.
I couldn't find a ticket for Rio the Janeiro and I only managed to get a
ticket to Florianopolis (Brazil) for my ASR. The Negative score though is
the same as Rio de Janeiro and it also gets that Mars away from the 6th
house (to the 5th). Althoug Neptune falls in the edge of 6th house and Saturn
in the 1st.
Im going through a very hard proces in my life and yesterday I realized
that im with Saturn conjunct Pluto in the 6th house and all this oposed to my
Ascendant, the energy is feeling very confinated for me in an overall... and it
loks it will be like that through this year 2013...
I just wanted to know if Im doing ok going to Florianopolis, Brazil for
this ASR, is almost the same as Rio de Janeiro, so I took them cause there
where no tickets to Rio for the days I needed and the idea of geting Mars
out of the 6th house was accomplished.
Is it ok what Im doing?
Thank you very much for your time and patience, I would be glad to pay
for this services next time and to do it with more calm.
Kind regards
Santiago from Chile

Dear Santiago,
it is true that Brazil is to the east of Chile, but also only one kilometer is
to the east of your home.
When I advised you Rio de Janeiro was because you said you could do
only one trip very cheap: your Aimed Solar Return of Rio de Janeiro would
not be good, but you take away positions very hard and heavy.
Going to Florianopolis you leave Mars and Neptune in the 6th House
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and Saturn in the 2nd: a disaster! It is much better if you stay at
home, and then, next year you can save the money to make a
very good ASR.
You do not pay advices for you here and you can write
whenever you want.
Many greetings.

ASR 2013 Rio De Janeiro For Santiago

ASR Florianopolis Brazil For Santiago 2013

***

Dear Ciro,
Happy New year to you, your family and all your fans.
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I am looking at other alternative places for 2013 for my friend with date
of birth Nov 19 1970.
I found cape town South africa to be a better return compared to Portugal.
What are your thoughts?
Do you think this is better than Portugal? Please advise.
Regards. Neena

Dear Neena,
the ASR for CapeTown would be quite good, but I do not recommend
you a lot to place Mars in the VII House and Neptune closed to the
Ascendant (many anxieties).
A warm greeting.

ASR 2013 Cape Town For Neena's Friend
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